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1. Prepare the milliput according to the 
package description, let it sit for 30 minutes. 
(this makes it less sticky) Sprinkle some 
chalk powder on the milliput and roll it flat. 
The silicone rings will make it one thickness 
allover.

2. Roll with the textured pin to get an instant 
gorgeous design.

3. Use a Round Cutter with the same size 
as your baseplate. Let the Milliput harden 
before going to the next step.

4. Now comes the Marble Magic. Take the 
dried out wet-wipe and gently pull it from 
different sides. Take your time, don’t rush it. 
As you stretch it out, the cloth will make the 
patterns you need to make the Marble

5. Here you can see what a difference it makes 
from start to finish.

6. Wrap the cloth tightly around the base and 
airbrush Nuclear White all over. It needs to 
be tight so the cloth won’t shift and mess up 
the pattern.

All supplies for this marble tutorial:

 • Milliput black (or start with a black basecoat) 
 • Rolling pin PLAIN
 • Rolling pin ELVEN
 • Silicone rings (optional)
 • Round cutters
 • Baseplate 
 • Acrylic Paint NUCLEAR WHITE
 • Pure Metal Pigments BRONZE
 • Master Medium
 • Wet-wipe (dried)
 • Airbrush
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https://www.greenstuffworld.com/en/milliput/192-milliput-black-sculpting-putty.html
https://www.greenstuffworld.com/en/textured-rolling-pins/136-Rolling-Pin-Plain-Smooth-25mm.html
https://www.greenstuffworld.com/en/textured-rolling-pins/1258-rolling-pin-elven.html
https://www.greenstuffworld.com/en/inicio/540-silicone-guide-rings.html
https://www.greenstuffworld.com/en/inicio/801-round-cutters-for-bases-stainless-steel.html
https://www.greenstuffworld.com/en/29-bases
https://www.greenstuffworld.com/en/acrylic-paints/1014-acrylic-color-nuclear-white.html
https://www.greenstuffworld.com/en/inicio/1365-pure-metal-pigments-bronze.html
https://www.greenstuffworld.com/en/auxiliary-paints/785-master-medium-miniatures-paint.html
https://www.greenstuffworld.com/en/127-airbrushing
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7. The Marble Magic is so simple, yet so pretty. 
You can stop here if you want, but what 
about some Bronze details? You know it will 
be pretty! 

8. Mix Master Medium and Pure Metal 
Pigments BRONZE. Squeeze a bit of Master 
Medium in the dish and add the Pigments. 
This way you can control the ratio very well. 
For these details I suggest more Medium to 
less Pigment, it will flow better through the 
crevasses.

9. Here you have the result after painting the 
Bronze details

10. The only thing left to do is to glue the Marble 
to the baseplate and the Model ontop of the 
Marble.

11. And you’re done! The result is a very 
classy Marble and Bronze baseplate. 
I Hope you like it!
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